How to Find a Summer Music Festival

• **Peabody Conservatory Festival List**
  Peabody Conservatory provides a list of summer music festivals with link their websites

• **Boston Conservatory Festival List**
  Boston Conservatory provides a list of summer music festivals in orchestral performance, chamber music, composition, and conducting. The list includes a key with symbols indicating which are Full Fellowship Festivals and which have Full Scholarships and Fellowships available.

• **Sigma Alpha Iota Festival List**
  Sigma Alpha Iota – International Music Fraternity site has a list of summer music festivals with links to their websites.

• **The Savvy Musician Festival List**
  *The Savvy Musician* provides a list of summer music festivals. The list provides each festival’s location, focus, and a website link.

• **Ithaca College Festival List**
  Ithaca College provides a list of summer music festivals. The page also contains a list of summer job opportunities.

• **Puget Sound University Festival List**
  University of Puget Sound provides a list of summer music festivals with a brief description of the length and type of festival under each entry.

• **College Confidential Festival List**
  A list of summer music festivals compiled by a user on *College Confidential*

• **Austin Peay State University Festival List**
  Austin Peay State University provides a list of summer music festivals. Each entry has a line detailing which instruments are welcome to apply.

• **The Instrumentalist Festival List**
  The instrumentalist provides a list of summer music camps and festivals. While the list is from this past year, the list provides contact information and details about each camp and festival.